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â€œJim Marrs canâ€™t be ignored. Few in this country shout about The Truth louder than

he.â€•â€”Dallas ObserverÂ In The Trillion-Dollar Conspiracy, Jim Marrs, the New York Times

bestselling author of Rule by Secrecy and The Rise of The Fourth Reich, offers a terrifying

proposition: that the current economic collapse has been engineered by a tyrannous government

and multinational corporations determined to enslave us. Read The Trillion-Dollar Conspiracy and

find out how the New World Order, man-made diseases, and zombie banks are destroying America.
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While Jim Marrs is dismissed by the mainstream media as a conspiracy theorist, the facts in his

book: The Trillion-Dollar Conspiracy, just can't be ignored.Jim Marrs points out in this book that from

2008 to 2009 that national debt spiked up by $2 trillion to $12 trillion dollars. This is the single

largest increase in a year. If every American man, woman, and child liquidated every asset they

owned it still would not equal the amount of our nations debt.Politicians, and talking heads in the

media try to comfort the masses that our debt will be resolved by more government action and

spending. What Jim Marrs will chronicle in this book, is how we got into this mess and who are the

major players profiting from it all.I know from my own research that our system of banking and

government finance creates money from nothing (fiat currency) that must be paid back with interest.

The banks, international corporations, and politicians benefit, from the fiat cash machine, but the

average working American is burdened with paying the interest and principal of this fiat money. An



impossible situation when the printed money supply can't catch up to the total volume of fiat

principal and accumulation of made-up interest on top of made-up interest that banks and the

Federal Reserve pile on the average working American.This is why we have a failed economy, high

unemployment and a high foreclosure rate. Once you read this book you will never trust your

political leaders, banks, and international corporations when they try to sell you their latest spin. Jim

will not only educate you on our banking system, but all the other pieces of the puzzle that has

made a mess of our economy.

The author opens with a quote from Thomas Jefferson/Single acts of tyranny may be ascribed to

the accidental opinion of the day; but a series of oppressions, begun at a distinguished period , and

pursued unalterably through every change of ministers too plainly proves a deliberate, systematic

plan of reducing us to slavery. The New World Order Has A Deliberate Systemic Plan. According to

the late Hollywood producer Aaron Russo Rockefeller tod him/The end goal is to get everybody

chipped, to control the whole society, to have the bankers and the elite people control the world. In

Jefferson's day the plan was perpetrated by The Old World Order. Today, she has been dolled up in

a markatable double speak product known as The NEW World Order. But, alas, it's the same Old

Rich Female Dog; continuing the game of the wealthy against the working majority, again

confounded by debt; but with an added wicked twist: a controlled mass media, and, yes, there is still

the tried & true good old corporate political puppets, whether dressed-up as President$, Senator$,

Congressperson$, Prime Minister$, Dictator$, King$ or Queen$. Take, for example Michelle

Obama's White House Staff that Jim Marrs lists with salaries & positions - I'am afraid Marie

Antoinette would blush at such extravagance. So the deck has simply been reshuffled under the

tyranny of a Old/New World Order that Jefferson and the other founders of our republic rebelled

against. Benjamin Franklin, said in his autobiography/The colonies would gladly have borne the little

tax on tea and other matters had not England took away from the colonies their money, which

created unemployment and dissatifaction.

Jim Marr has put together a masterpiece of well researched material and made it easy to

comprehend for the general public. The book looks impressive and might at first give you second

thoughts about attempting such a multipaged presentation, but I can tell you from my experiece that

I couldn't put the book down until I had completed every page and followed each topic to its full

completion. The book reaches conclusion with thirty six things that need to be corrected in order to

make the world right. Finally an extremely logical and well worked out conclusion to wrap up the



points that Marr builds so thoughtfully throughout the book. I reccommend this bllk very highly to

those who are wondering what went wrong and what needs to be fixed in order that the New World

Order is stopped in its tracks before it swallows us up. Now that I have said this, I will ad that I am in

need of further instruction and or information about how this can all be made to come about. The

picture presented exposes a global conspiracy that has much more depth than it was possible to

disclose in one volume. I am waiting for his next presentation and hoping that he can discover a way

to overcome the mass media control, corporate ownership of our exected polititicians, etc., etc.,

before they are even elected, and an explanation of how the vast number of citizens of the world

who are "sleeping" through the world events that are desimating our Constitution and Bill of Rights

through deceit, deception, and secrecy have planned at international and above international levels

of control have furthered the New World Orders stratigies in complete secrecy with the full support

of our elected officials.
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